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Forewords…



Why it is important to write?

• Communicate your study
• Let others examine your work
• Education/Debate
• Change practice
• Personal motivations:

– Obtaining PhD/MD
– Career
– Become famous & rich

Modified from T.Groves



Why it is SO important to write?

• If you decided to be a reseacher, your work will impact 
on a larger population of patients (see ethics below!)

• If you decided to be a reseacher, writing is your job! 
– Good and honest communication is a kategorischer

Imperativ (though, you are not meant to become a writer!)

• …And you will be “judged” (let’s say evaluated) for the 
manuscripts you wrote!



Why it is important to write well?

• Communicate your study
• Let others examine your work
• Education/Debate
• Change practice (Ethics)
• Personal motivations:

– Obtaining PhD/MD
– Career
– Becoming famous & rich



Ethics…

….Living is no laughing matter: you 
must take it seriously, so much so 
and to such a degree that … or else 
in a laboratory in your white coat 
and safety glasses, you can die for 
people— even for people whose 
faces you’ve never seen even 
though you know living is the most 
real, the most beautiful thing….

Nazim Hikmet, 1902 - 1963

https://www.poets.org/node/44383


Famous&Rich:CAVE!

• Publishing (good) is becoming ever more 
difficult (positive results bias)

• (too!) Many manuscript are produced yearly
in each field of biomedical sciences

• Please pay attention to the (easy) reviews!
• Most of the published research is “Rubbish”





Risks from BAD wiriting

• The manuscript is rejected!
– Probably we (including patients) have been lucky!
– You have been (in most the cases) honest!
– You won’t be famous/rich

• The manuscript must be retracted! 
– You have been (for a little): 

• (perhaps) famous & rich, (for sure) dishonest
– Now you are alleged for misconduct

• (probably you are still famous!!!) but, 
• very likely, have to refund someone (definitely non-rich)! 



CAVE!

• Publishing (good) is becoming ever more 
difficult (positive results bias)

• (too!) Many manuscript are produced yearly
in each field of biomedical sciences

• Please pay attention to the (easy) reviews!
• Most of the published research is “Rubbish”
• Many Products ≠ Productivity (that is a virtue!)  



Many Products ≠ Productivity

• “Rush to publish”/“Publish or Perish”
• A serious problem (potentially) affecting the 

reliability of the reserch worldwide





Many Products ≠ Productivity

• “Rush to publishing”/“Publish or Perish”
• A serious problem (potentially) affecting the 

reliability of the reserch worldwide

• A complex problem in which many factors
play a significant role



• Numerous biases are believed to affect
scientific literature

• These biases vary significantly across the fields
• Researchers highly cited are at low risk of bias
• Mutual control (i.e. collaborative groups) 

reduces the risk of bias
• Effect-size are more likely to be overstimated

by early-career researchers



These forewords…

• Are not meant for dissuading or depressing
but…

• …for giving an idea on the importance of
writing in our job

• …for suggesting the concept that talking about
writing is as talking about thinking of research



How to write it in practice…



Before writing a manuscript consider:

• Use of English (the importance of writing
clearly)

• Use online tools/resources
– Equator Network
– The Internationa Committee of Medical Journal 

Editors (ICMJE) Recommendations
– Reporting Guidelines

• Please be aware about the anatomy of a 
Manuscript



http://www.equator-network.org/



http://www.icmje.org/news-and-
editorials/updated_recommendations_dec2016.html



Reporting Guidelines



Before writing a manuscript consider:

• Use of English (the importance of writing
clearly)

• Use online tools/resources
– Equator Network
– The Internationa Committee of Medical Journal 

Editors (ICMJE) Recommendations
– Reporting Guidelines

• Be aware: the Manuscript has its own
Anatomy



Anatomy of a Manuscript

• Introduction: Why?
• Methods: What did I do?
• Results: What did I find?
• And 
• Discussion: What it might mean?

Austin Bradford Hill, BMJ 1965



IMRAD is not by chance

• The IMRAD is not only a practical guide to
draft a manuscript

• It reflects the sequential process of producing
science (from the hypothesis generation to
the critic of the results…)

• Therefore: writing the manuscript is telling the 
story of your project…



Which part is the most important?

• Doing the “how to read” talk I am used to say:
– Methods and Results are the most important

parts
– Read them first (only)

• In this talk I would say:
– Write Methods and Results first
– Concentrate a lot on: Intro and Discussion
– Each part has its own importance: personal (I&D); 

general (M&R) 



The Introduction

• The presentation of your Project/Work
– Ideally, should explain to a naive reader why did you

decide to perform your study
• ICMJE Recommendations:

– Provide context or background for the study (nature 
and significance of the problem)

– State the specific purpose or research objective
– Cite only pertinent references
– Do not include data or conclusion from the work 

being reported



The Introduction is all about…

The Research Question

Engage interest of the 
reader..

Put your work into
contest…

Suggest your
expectations…

Point out the 
relevance of the 
question



A good research question is: FINER

• Feasible
• Interesting
• Novel
• Ethical
• Relevant

Modified from T.Groves



Are all the questions relevant?

Thanks to Iain Chalmers



What I need for the Introduction?

• It would be better if you perform a systematic
review on your topic

• However, you must not put all the systematic
review in the Introduction.

• It is worthwhile to point the known elements
and try to clearly state what is unknown

• Books, manuals and other technical sources
should not be cited



The Introduction – the format

• Brief background for the readers:
– Max 5 short paragraphs
– What’s known/unknown on the research question
– Don’t bore readers and assessors
– It is not an exam about how much you have read

• The research question:
– The last paragraph should be dedicated to this!!!



The introduction: A simple tip

• Read it to an educated friend or to a colleague
who doesn’t know your work, then ask them: 
– Before my study what was known about the 

topic?
– What key information was not known?
– What was the research question?
– Will this study be able to fill the gap?

• If your introduction is clear enough they
should be able to answer!!



Ask me again…

Which part of the IMRAD structure is the most
important?

THE METHODS!!!



WHY?

A clear Methods section allows:
– Others to evaluate your study
– Others to replicate/confute your study
– Make decison about your study:

• to include it into clinical practice/policy
• to include it inot systematic

review/metanalyses
• to include it into guidelines



Methods=Study evaluation

Peer Reviewer/Editors focus on:
• Research question (FINER)
• Do the Methods match the research question?

In some cases (i.e. Open ACCESS journals) Editors
and reviewers select manuscript only based on the 
Methods section (clear and appopriate). Relevance
and Originality is matter of citations and 
sharing…(PLOS Medicine & BMJ Open)



Methods: ICMJE recommends

• To be detailed enough that others can reproduce
the results

• Include only info available at the time the study
was designed

• Eligibility criteria and source population
• Outcomes
• Give reference to established methods/describe

new/modified methods and give the reason for 
using them



Methods should describe:

• Study Design
• Participants
• Outcome and their measures
• Statistics
• Ethical conduct



The Study Design

An straight road to the reasearch question:
– Descriptive Studies answer to the question: 

“WHAT is happening?”
– Observational Studies: HOW, WHY, WHEN is it

happening?”
– Experimental studies: “Does it works?” 



The Study Design

http://www.cebm.net/study-designs/



Methods should describe:

• Study Design
• Participants
• Outcome and their measures
• Statistics
• Ethical conduct

WHO, WHAT and HOW



Population

Intervention/Exposure

Comparison(s) 

Outcome

Statistics

WHO, WHAT and HOW



Population

• Inclusion/exclusion criteria

• Disease definition with stage or severity

• Ethical conduct
– Ethical approval
– Helsinki declaration/Privacy laws
– Informed Consent



Intervention/exposure

• Treatment Allocation (Randomization)

• Detailed enough to allow clinical
implementation/reproduction

• If drugs: dosing, administration, schedule, 
handling, dose modification rules



Comparison (if applicable)

• Full description

• Open label/double blind/doulbe dummy

• Clarify why placebo/investigator choice (If it’s
the case)



Outcome(s)

• Primary outcome(s) and how to measure it
(end-points)!

• Secondary outcome(s) and their measures
(end-points)

• Outcomes for both benefit and harms should
be described



Statistic

• A full description of the statistical methods
used is mandatory.

• Sample size justification (based on primary
outcome)

• Framework for the comparison (superiority vs 
non-inferiority)

• Population to be analysed (ITT vs “per-
protocol”)

• Interim analyses



2-words on…

• Randomization

• Sample size justification



Randomization

Allocation by chance to one of the trial “arms”:
• Does not imply that the 2 (or more) groups

are medically identical
• Allows that known and unknown prognostic

features are balanced between the groups
• Warrants the statistical reliability of the 

comparison
• One can argue: It is the quintessential of the 

research=> Equipoise



Sample size justification

• Numbers are important:
– Statistical Reasons
– Ethical Reasons

• Sample size relies on 
– The proportion of false positive results you are 

available to accept (alpha, type I error)
– The proportion of false negative results you are 

available to accept (beta, type II error)
– The difference between the groups you believe is

clinically meaningful (delta)



Sample size justification
• The number of patients to enroll increase with:

– Alpha decreasing (usually, 5% is accepted)
– Beta decreasing or Power (1-beta) increasing
– Delta decreasing
– The proportion of patients you predict are able to 

follow up until the “event” occurs increasing

• Unless you are really exploratory there are no 
reasons to not justify how many patients you
posed at risk for receiving I/C



Hope or Hype!

Some bright and wise Editors stated that being
the Methods sounding and matching with the 

research question a manuscript might be 
accepted despite negative RESULT



I believe…

• Publishing is a moral duty 

• RESULT must not rule the opportunity to 
publish…

• …I don’t want to conclude neither I am bright
nor wise!



…But…

• In 2016 year we tried to publish a trial in a 
difficult and “neglected” disease (SCLC) that
(perhaps) was also selected as an oral
communication at the ASCO (2015).

• The RESULT were negative.
• After 4 attempts we published it, after 1,5 year
• Reviewers’ comments implicitly raised the points

around negative RESULT
• (as negative trials should not even been

designed!)



I told you this story to 

• State: “We deomstrated that bright and wise
Editors/Reviewers are very few…”

• Try to convince you (in few slides) that RESULT (in 
sense of positive vs negative) are far less
important than you think

• But that at the end of the day: RESULTS matter
and you should concentrate a lot on them!!



Little vocabulary for this topic by me!

• RESULT: single,dicothomic (neg vs positive), per 
study, based on the assumption stated in the 
design of the trial, usually given by the measure
of the probability the observed findings can be 
due to chance (P value)

• RESULTS: single/multiple, per outcome/end-
points, given as effect-size, measured relatively
(OR, HR, RRR etc..) or absolutely (ARR, NNT or 
NNH) (=FINDINGS)



Why RESULTS are Important?
(and to whom)

• Relevant results could lead other colleagues to 
implement the intervention (including the 
standard) into clinical practice

• Relevance relies on:
– Outcome: Hard vs Soft
– End-point (i.e. PFS vs %PF @ time)
– Effect size (magnitude, relative vs absolute measures)

• Results are mostly important to the most
important stakeholders: The patients!!! (CAVE to 
communication!)



Why RESULT is not Important?

• Absence of Evidence is not Evidence of 
Absence

• Significance is not necessarily (Clinical) 
Relevance



Absence of Evidence…
• A p-value greater than 0.05 means that the observed result

(finding) can be given by chance more than 1 out of 20 
times

• Usually a study yelding p≥0,05 is regarded as non-
significant or “negative”

• This wrongly implies that there is no difference between
the 2 (or more) treatment (i.e. in a RCT) in terms of the 
measured outcome

• WRONG: simply we cannot reasonably exclude that the 
observed difference is not due by chance!

• P-value relies on the effect size and the standard errors to 
measure them (small numbers inflate STDERRs and p-
values): Confidence Intervals permit inferring on this point!



Significance vs Relevance

Sandler et al, NEJM 2006;355:2542-50.

Difference: 2 mos
51%

44%

Δ=7%



4,6%0,6%

Δ* = 3%

Sandler et al, NEJM 2006;355:2542-50.

Significance vs Relevance

Assuming a equal yearly distribution of the deaths over 4 years of study (0,5 in the 
control arm vs 3,5 in the experimental arm)



Transforming the proportions above in absolute measures of efficacy and 
risk at 12 months:

• Number needed to treat: 14 (one patients will survive 12 months and 
over out 14 treated ) (1/0.07)

• Number needed to harm 28 (one patient at risk of dying out 28 treated) 
(1/0.035)

Inferring the two data: You have to treat 28 patients per year to save 2 of 
them from the tumour, but killing (sorry for being rude) one of the two
due to the toxicity!!!

Significance vs Relevance



Results: How to Report

• Fully an Honestly
• Text (story), tables (evidence), figures (highlights)
• Results of the primary outcome come first
• Confidence intervals for primary results
• Essential summary statistics (i.e. Demographics

and baseline characteristics)
• Leave out non-essential tables and figures
• Don’t start DISCUSSION here



The Discussion

Should be:
Balanced and finding based critic of the results in 
the view of the methods as an answer to the 
research question

It (usually) is:
An happy ending in which the results are justified
basend on our prejudice (our believes on the 
predicted results at the moment or at moment 
before we designed the study)  



How to DISCUSS balanced
• Emphasize new important points in the context of the total

available evidence

• Do not repeat the results here

• Do not repeat the introduction

• Always dissect study limitations, potential implication for 
future research/clinical implementation

• Do not use hype! Make conlcusions only based on findings
and correctly inferred relying on the methods used



Structured Discussion: from BMJ

• Statement of principal findings
• Strenghts and weaknesses of the study
• Strenghts and weaknesses in relation to other

studies
• Possible explanation/MoA
• Potential implications for clinical practice
• Unanswered questions and future research



Hope I succeeded..

• In showing you that writing a manuscript is
like writing the story of your work

• In suggesting that good writing starts with 
good research planning  

• In passing the message that WE MUST publish
all the studies, despite the RESULT…



Take home message

..”Carrying out a sensible study, even on a small 
scale is indeed useful, but carrying out a ill
designed study in ignorance of scietific principles
and getting it published surely teaches several
undesiderable lessons…

…We need less research, better research and 
research done for the right reasons.” 

D. Altman, BMJ 1994



Be…

…Curious…

…Wise!

THANK YOU
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